Worksheet & Exercises

Choose the correct word(s) to complete the sentence:

1. If (you/you’re) planning on going to the circus, you might want to get there early to (assure/ensure) you get a seat.
2. The (lose/loose) change in her pocket fell out in the dryer and created a lot of noise.
3. They were happy to finally get to (they’re/their) destination.
4. The poor (bare/bear) was so exhausted it wouldn't even sniff at the (meat/meet) put before it.
5. She had been waiting weeks for the (affects/effects) of the medical data.
6. It was easy for him to (accept/except) the new position in the company.
7. The doctor shared good medical (advice/advise) with her.
8. She only needed (too/two) more of the ingredients to make the (dessert/desert) according to her recipe.
9. She was incredibly excited to visit New York City and see all the (sites/sights) with her best friend.
10. She very carefully measured each and every (pour/pore) during the chemistry lab to receive full points.